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ASMA P

www.hautemuslimah.com

Contrary to stereotypes about writers in tune with Islam, these young women don’t spend
their time raving about religious sermons. Instead, they provide an inspirational influence to
girls aspiring to follow fashion trends and form their own unique sense of style while keeping
their clothing conservative.

Asma, a 26-year-old American Pakistani living in the United States, created Haute Muslimah
after having a child, and has been blogging on the site since 2009. “Starting Haute Muslimah
was a creative outlet, and way to have something to myself, separate from being a mom and a
wife,” she says. Asma enjoys when Hollywood celebrities put together modest looks, and posts
fashion features with fun and ironic titles accompanying the photographs. When Miranda
Kerr was spotted wearing a black pleated maxi skirt with a leather biker jacket for instance,
Asma published the photo with the title: I Love it when A Victoria’s Secret Model Dresses
Modestly, and whereas fashion critics worldwide may criticize the bohemian styles of MaryKate and Ashley, terming them as “homeless-chic,” Asma strives to show her Muslim readers
that the stylish twins can serve as fashion icons, putting up posts with the title I Love it when
an Olsen Pretends She’s a Stylish Muslim. “Haute Muslimah gives modest Muslim women a
place to find fashionable ideas that they can actually wear,” explains Asma.

LATIFA AL SHAMSI
www.latifalshamsi.com

High-end fashion is illustrated expensively, elaborately and elegantly on this Dubai-based
site documenting the life of stylish Emirati Latifa Al Shamsi. A simple web layout may make
it seem like a no-frills blog at first sight, but enticing close-up photographs of food, fashion
and all things fancy fill the blog’s virtual pages—for a modest blogger, Latifa knows how to
tease her readers. With a shoe closet most women would die for, and a designer handbag in
almost every colour under the rainbow, Latifa’s conservative attire does not hold her back
from splurging on her fashion must-haves. “Dressing modestly is really not a hard thing to
do—through images, I represent how I really would dress for a day out,” says Latifa.
Of course, Latifa does not show the faces of any abaya-clad women, protecting their identity
and modesty. Traditionally, Muslim Arab women cover themselves in black abayas, but through
Latifa’s blog, readers learn that just because a woman’s body may be covered, it doesn’t mean
she cannot express herself through accessories. Abayas embellished with intricate beading
and bedazzled shoulders, red soled Louboutins in spiked, glittered and patent designs, arty
YSL rings and iconic turquoise bracelets by Van Cleef & Arpels make frequent appearances
on Latifa’s blog, and every once in a while, you’ll see the majestic Burj Khalifa towering in the
background of one of her photographs. “I am trying to show the world how Khaleejis (Arabs
from the Gulf region) and specifically Emiratis, represent themselves,” explains Latifa. “I
might not be a representative of all Khaleejis or Emiratis but I am sure that I reflect a lot of
their fashion sense and lifestyle,” she says.
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Like other young women who have jumped on the blogger bandwagon, Latifa, Asma, Aishah
and Ami enjoy expressing their thoughts about the eclectic field of fashion through online
outlets. But unlike many fashion bloggers on the web, these young women don’t type tales
about the hottest new spray tans, thigh-high slits or sheer lace tops.

NANCY GONZALEZ AT
MATCHES FASHION

Their artsy photographs flood Tumblr feeds,
they have massive fan followings on Facebook
and they flaunt fashion with a conservative
flair. Meet the Modest Muslimahs.

CELINE

Modest Muslimahs
in the Blogosphere

PRADA

Spring 2012 Fashion Edit

My dream dress designer: Dior or Elie Saab—
but custom-made!
My favourite SS2012 collection: Chanel- I
loved the pastel colours and appliqué floral
dresses and tops.
My favourite SS2012 trend: Velvet and suede
on dresses, shoes and even abayas.
My favourite SS2012 colours: White, lime
green and orange.
My SS2012 must-have item: The Prada rocket
shoes, they are steaming!

While photos of pouting, leggy and cleavage-displaying Kim, Khloe and Kourtney clutter
fashion blogs around the web, Asma expresses her appreciation for the rare moments that
the Kardashian sisters cover up. In addition to covering celebrity style, Asma also follows
runway shows, and when Victoria Beckham styled her models to wear hijab-like hoods with
their colourful ensembles during her AW2011 fashion show last year, Asma dedicated an
entire post to the “head covering” trend on runways, also including photographs from the
runway shows of Rick Owens and Donna Karan.

Spring 2012 Fashion Edit

My dream dress designer: Georgina Chapman of Marchesa or Karl Lagerfeld of Chanel.
My favourite SS2012 collection: The clean lines and the white at Celine and Jil Sander, and
maxis by Rachel Zoe.
My favourite SS2012 trend: Peplum.
My favourite SS2012 colours: I’m loving bright colours in all forms, especially against a crisp
white- perfect for spring!
My SS2012 must-have item: A bright oversized daytime clutch.
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AMI SCHAHEERA
ami.sptnkswthrt.com

After browsing through the first page of Sputnik Sweetheart, you’ll know that Ami Schaheera,
27, is not one to let her hijab hinder her style. “Wearing modest clothes, which means that you
are covered from head to toe, doesn’t have to be boring,” says Ami. Through her blogging,
she hopes that more women, Muslim and non-Muslim, will learn that modest fashion can be
both interesting and beautiful. Turquoise pants, cobalt blue gladiator sandals, chunky beads
and polka dots supplement Ami’s trendy turban-style tied headscarf, and she follows seasonal
trends with fashion-forward finesse. At first, layering dresses over mermaid skirts, and wearing
sheer asymmetrical maxis on pants may sound kitschy, but Ami and her friends show how
it can be done stylishly, creating outfits that would attract many street style photographers
in the Western part of the world. “I would like to help change the perception that Muslim
women are oppressed and forced to wear hijab and modest clothes,” says Ami.

MULBERRY SS12

Diagnosed with leukemia in 2010, Ami blogs about her struggles with cancer, as well as
Malaysian fashion events and escapades she embarks on with her husband. She started blogging
on Sputnik Sweetheart after pursuing online business as a hobby, and sells a selection of
Muslimah-friendly headscarves, tops, jumpsuits, harem trousers and pleated palazzo pants
on the site.

Spring 2012 Fashion Edit

If you could choose any designer to create your wedding gown, who would it be? Elie Saab,
Valentino or Marchesa.
My favourite SS2012 collection: Roberto Cavalli for the printed blazers and sequined long
dresses, 3.1 Philip Lim for the layering and use of pastel colors, and the large printed overcoats
from Burberry Prorsum made me wish there was snow in Malaysia! I was also head over heels
for Carven’s lace cut-outs and tribal prints. Although they may not be hijab friendly, separate
pieces can be mixed and matched to create modest outfits.
My favourite SS2012 trend: I adore the geometric floral prints on pants and tops, chiffon
dresses and even sporty straight cut pants as seen at Gucci.
My favourite SS2012 colours: Olive, coral, white and purple.
My SS2012 must-have item: Definitely wide leg, flared or palazzo pants in every color and
material possible, but preferably in denim and silk.

AISHAH AMIN

www.aishah-amin-the-hijab-diaries.blogspot.com
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With almost 10,000 fans on Facebook, Aishah’s blog is the epitome of well-rounded. Though
she incorporates inspirational Islamic quotes in her posts, you’ll also find fun features on the
site, like Ideas on how to be a Romantic Guy with 10 lessons on wooing women.

Spring 2012 Fashion Edit

CHANEL

BURBERRY PRORSUM SS12

The first thing that strikes you about Aishah Amin’s homepage is the header photograph
at the top of the site. With a dramatic but whimsical effect, it isn’t the typical image of a
woman who wears hijab—dark and brooding are far from the feel readers get when scrolling
through the pages of the 23-year-old Malaysian’s blog, The Hijab Diaries. Like any other fun
fashion blogger, Aishah enjoys posing while trying on different hats and coloured contact
lenses, working on DIY fashion projects (like putting together her own wedding veil) and
incorporating colour-blocking trends in her outfits. According to Aishah, her most popular
posts are those she publishes during Hijabi Fashion Week. A virtual event that started in
2010, Hijabi Fashion Week invites Muslim fashion bloggers around the world to share photos
of their modest outfits with one another online. “Whenever I’m putting a look together, I
always think of three things,” says Aishah. “1. Have I covered my aurah (exposed body)?
2. Will the outfit draw unwanted attention? 3. Do I feel comfortable with what I’m wearing?”

My dream dress designer:
I love Jenny Packham’s creations. I’m a fan of simple and elegant designs, and her designs
are both.
My favourite SS2012 collection: Chanel – the collection featured many pieces that I could
see myself in. The use of various blue tones and beaded bodices captured the feel of flying
perfectly, not to mention the fact that it was all shown on a Chanel-branded airplane catwalk!
My favourite SS2012 trend: Stripes! They’re so easy to wear.
My favourite SS2012 colours: Creamy neutral colours with splash of lemon!
My SS2012 must-have item: A transparent tote.
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